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Regulation and Global Markets continue to take their toll 
on RoE
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New entrants are attacking banks on all sides – incurring 
lower costs and offering new value to customers 
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Banks are being disintermediated 
and displaced

Digital-only, non-bank competitors 
and fintechs are growing rapidly 

10x
Increase in investments of 
fintech companies over the 
past 5 years1

425bps
Typical difference in 
operating costs between 
a bank and a P2P lender3

$4tn
Estimated size of loans 
disbursed by non-banks 
across six lending segments2

$11bn
Estimated annual profit at risk 
from non-bank disintermediation 
over the next 5+ years2

Source: Cognitive bank: Decoding data to bolster growth and transform the enterprise. IBM Institute for Business Value, June 2017. ©IBM 



Technology is an increasingly prominent disruptor
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Four key technology drivers
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Blockchain AI and Cognitive 

FintechsQuantum

• Public	vs	Private
• New	Business	Networks
• CryptoAssets as	an	asset	class

• New	
• Quantum	Use	Cases
• Quantum	Proofing	and	QKD

• RPA	to	Cognitive
• Use	Cases
• Competing	in	a	Cognitive	world

• Disruption	vs	Partnership
• Investment	vs	Exploitation
• Managing	Innovation



Quantum



Quantum will address risk, optimisation and security
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Blockchain



Blockchain deployment is accelerating in Markets
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The need: 
The global market is limited by the lack of standardized 
payment netting process for trades not settled within the 
current CLS environment, forcing institutions to intervene 
manually to complete the process. This leads to inconsistent 
netting approaches, resulting in higher costs and increased 
intra-day liquidity demands.

Solution: 
CLS Group has partnered with IBM to release a payment 
netting service, CLS Netting, for buy-side and sell-side 
institutions’ FX trades that are settled outside the CLS 
settlement service. CLS Netting will have a Hyperledger based 
platform which delivers a standardized suite of post-trade and 
risk mitigation services for the entire FX market.

DTCC SELECTS IBM, AXONI AND R3 TO 
DEVELOP DTCC'S DISTRIBUTED 
LEDGER SOLUTION FOR DERIVATIVES 
PROCESSING
DTCC the premier 
post-trade market 
Infrastructure for the 
global financial services 
industry, today 
announced that it has 
selected IBM, in partnership with Axoni and R3, to provide 
a DLT framework to drive further improvements in 
derivatives post-trade lifecycle events. 

Consortium based 
approaches Blockchain in production Securities Post Trade



The seeds of disruption ?
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An example: We.Trade is transforming SME Trade Finance
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Digital Assets as an Asset Class: Institutional Money awaited
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AI and Cognitive



Limitations of traditional analytics create a capability gap
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Capability gap

Opportunity

… new ways of working, operating and thinking

Existing capabilities

…but achievements would be constrained by limited 
capabilities

2.5 quintillion bytes of data 
is generated daily2

2.7 zeta bytes of data exist in 
the digital universe1

Markets are demanding ever 
higher levels of performance 

By 2020, 4x more digital data than all 
sand grains on earth3

4Vs of data

Achievement

Source : Breakthrough banking: Your cognitive future in banking and financial markets. IBM 
Institute for Business Value, September 2016. ©IBM
: 



Applying Cognitive Debating function to Investment 
Analysis
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1 hr 30 min 3 hr 5 hr 30 min 1 hr 1 hr

Read emails 
and news

Check 
watchlist

Attend 
meetings

Create 
financial 
model

Present 
findings

Continue with 
revisions

Research 
industry

Impossible to read 
every single piece 

of news

Triage News

Generate 
hypothesis

Validate 
analysis

Easy

Hard



In practice:
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Fintechs



Today’s Titan may be Tomorrow’s Dinosaur
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Disruption from fintechs and their success has driven 
strong investment for their future growth
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Global investment in 

Fintech1

Fintech investors see opportunities to expand capabilities in select functions…

§ Fintechs innovated within a specific segment to gain a 
foothold in the banking value chain 

§ Their value proposition and consistent performance 
has made them leaders in their segments

Fintechs are unbundling the traditional 
banking models creating new scenarios as 
both partners or competitors

#1 Online Provider of Small Business Loans
Have $2,000 - $100,000 loan in 7 minutes2

Manages over $2.5 bn in assets
Significantly lower investment advisory fees3

Differentiated payment solution for ecommerce
Maximize checkout completion process4

Your credit scores should be free
Maximize checkout completion process5

Source : Breakthrough banking: Your cognitive future in banking and financial markets. 
IBM Institute for Business Value, September 2016. ©IBM
: 



The new disruptors

21Source: The Battle Is For The Customer Interface, Tom Goodwin,  Havas Media, March 2015

World’s largest 
taxi company…

owns no 
vehicles

World’s most 
popular media 

owner…

creates no 
content

World’s most 
valuable 
retailer…

has no 
inventory

World’s largest 
accommodation 

provider…

owns no 
real estate

World’s largest 
custodian, 

asset manager, 
…

has no ??

?



As an example: Amazon
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Amazon’s 
Strength 

• Amazon mines data from 
hundreds of millions of 
orders, customer interactions 
and payment transactions 

• Amazon has a comprehensive 
view of the customer that spans 
their online purchasing habits, 
reading preferences, lifestyle (via 
Alexa) and also increasing 
favorite movies and shows 

• Amazon is one of the largest 
retailers in the world, and is now 
starting to build an offline retail 
presence through acquisition 
(Wholefood) as well as 
organically (Amazon Go & 
Bookstore)

• Amazon has a network of 2-3 
million merchants, and also 
orchestrates a complex 
ecosystem of supply chain 
partners to deliver unique client 
value 

How to 
banks 
compare?

• Only payment and financial 
data assets, with limited data 
monetization capabilities 
(often constrained by talent) 

• Banks have a more 
comprehensive view of a 
customer’s financial profile, but 
lack lifestyle insights 

• Banks have comprehensive 
branch networks and marketing 
websites for the retail segment, 
but the purpose in both cases is 
to sell financial services only 

• Marketplace and platform 
banking is a significant cultural 
and business model shift for 
banks – so far banks have had 
limited success

Implications • Banks are not positioned well 
to compete on data compared 
to a tech giant like Amazon

• Amazon can integrate financial 
services more seamlessly into 
the a user’s lifestyle 

• Retail dominance puts Amazon is 
a unique position to gradually 
disintermediate banks through 
processing payments and 
providing financing 

• Financial services is moving 
towards open ecosystems, where 
banks are a disadvantage 
compared to the Amazon

Data 
Monetization

Customer 
Intimacy

Retail 
Dominance Marketplace



How to Live Long and Prosper in the New Model ?



Asset
Manager

CSD

Broker Dealer

Custodian

Post Trade DLT Musical Chairs
Be at the forefront of disruption
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A New Model Operating Model 
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The age of new
 risks and 

regulations

The age of new customers

The age of new channels 

The age of new product mix

THE NEW FINANCIAL INSTITUTION

The age of a new, agile back office

Flexible Portfolio
More flexible, on-demand 
offerings with rapidly updating 
value propositions and multiple 
price points, incorporating best of 
breed from ecosystem partners

Secure & Compliant 
Operations
More secure operations, reduced 
risk

dramatically enhanced regulatory 
compliance enabled through 
Blockchain, cognitive and cyber 
security

Digital Front Office
High level of customization based on 
advanced analytics and cognitive 
insights derived from internal and 
external data. 

Digitalized e2e processes to drive 
agility, faster execution / customer 
onboarding and world class, omni-
channel experience

Radically Transformed Middle and Back Office
Digitally transformed operations, radically simplified processes, increased agility to 
drive substantial structural cost reduction (40%+) leveraging Intelligent Automation 
and RPA, cognitive. Non differentiated core processes sourced externally through 
utilities, delivering improved experience and costs
Leverage Blockchain to radically transform operating models and reduced costs
Transformed infrastructure to support on-prem, public cloud, and private cloud 
deployments, differentiated through security

Ecosystems
A new generation of service providers 
are interacting in modern marketplaces 
and ecosystems to deliver “banking as 
a service” leveraging disruptive 
technologies



And finally

• Move from 
Bank+Innovation Group to 
Innovative Bank

• Transform from Legacy 
DNA to Digital DNA 

• Watch out for 
Gamekeepers
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